Tractor Pull Rules for 2012
(Pound, Wausaukee and Lena)
Tractors may pull in a maximum of 2 classes, once per class. Unless deemed otherwise by judge.
Fenders are required. Wheelie bars and kill switches are strongly encouraged. If you do not have bars and a switch
you will be held to a higher standard of control by the judges vs. ones with safety equipment.
Late Entries to classes after registration closes will be charged an extra $ 5 per class if allowed to pull.
Weight and drawbar height (not to exceed 20 inches high to top of hooking surface) will be checked at scales just
before pulling.
No 4-wheel drive, steel wheel or crawler type tractor. No duals, tire chains or cut tires(cannot cut the front or back,
the top of the lug is OK). Max tire size for Antique & Paced is 200 in2 for 5190 and below. Classes 5200 to 8000 lbs.
is 300 in2 (18x38), 8100 lbs. and greater maximum tire size is 20.8x42 or factory issue for row crop agricultural.
No car motors are allowed to compete. They will be allowed to pull exhibition if it is deemed safe.
Due to recent accidents/incidents with tractors being stripped and altered for weight loss, we will monitor the size of
tractor entering in a class. We are not changing the rules, but if a tractor is deemed unsafe or oversized for the class it
will be sidelined, made safe for pulling or put into the appropriate class.
Weights cannot interfere with hook up. Weights must be securely fastened, for if a weight falls off while hooked to
the eliminator you will be disqualified. Weights not I the diameter of the rear tire or deemed unsafe or unreasonable
to a judge will have to be changed, modified or omitted.
Front Weights cannot be mounted no further than 24 inches beyond the front casting of the tractor.
All minors must have written permission from their parent or guardian. Minors 14-16 must have a tractor safety
course certificate to present at the time of registration. If no certificate an evaluation by the judges of the tractor
and/or driver may allow a minor to compete.
Turbo size should not exceed 2.75” for farm class and no deck plates.
One agricultural updraft carburetor per tractor and no alcohol fuels. (LP, Gas and Diesel only)
Any driver leaving their seat, slipping clutches after 50ft., or going out of bounds will be disqualified.
Driving over 5 mph through the pits, unacceptable behavior or unruly crew member can cause disqualification.
Tractors may stop in the first 75 feet to change gears or add weights to the front. 1st puller does not have the option to
re-pull.
Wheelie bars and kill switches are strongly urged to comply. If you have other suggestions please let us know.
Judges have the right to add and delete classes. Add, delete modify or clarify rules. Judges decisions are final.

For questions or more information call 715-927-1612 before 9 pm or 715-923-6861 anytime and the day of the pull.

